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The original collections of Clan Milano are on view at the unmissable appointment with 

the Salone del Mobile.Milano. From 9 to 14 April 2019, in the cosmopolitan context of the 

fair, an eclectic ensemble takes the stage, full of sophisticated stylistic references and 

irreverent graphic effects. The focus is no longer on a single product or collection, but on 

an exclusive project that embodies the brand’s sartorial prowess, capable of creating 

splendid “apparel” to measure for residential settings. 

 

The brand’s original stylistic approach has generated INTERNO C, an unprecedented 

catalogue based on the creative flair of Alessandro La Spada. The fascinating theatrical 

poise of Milanese interiors, the fulcrum of the striking collection, takes on continuity in the 

exhibition space. Four evocative settings intertwine in a captivating story that narrates the 

uniqueness and bespoke ability of Clan Milano, interpreted in a sophisticated selection of 

furnishings with a contemporary spirit. 

The brand’s new capsule collection is presented in a special showcase: CANTIERE. Daring 

decor proposals in eclectic forms, where elegant finishes establish a dialogue with details 

that convey the distinctive industrial atmosphere of a construction site. 

  

Metallic accents punctuate the new dining room by Clan Milano. The protagonist of the 

space is the Frank table, with its fascinating material contrasts. The round top stands out 

for the combination of various fragments of marble, resting on a three-legged metal 

structure in a pink gold finish.  

The elegant profiles of the Tonietta chair suggest the iconic silhouette of cafe seating, 

replacing the beech wood with metal and preserving the smooth curves.  

The Bell Jar lamp shines on convivial moments, like a jewel with rounded lines that 

combines metal and glass in the precious cupola shades. 



 
 

The Marie family of storage cabinets is a tribute to the artisan roots of the brand and its 

virtuoso know-how in the crafting of wood. The display case and credenza have a glossy 

ziricote finish that enhances the essential lines of the complements. 

 

Not just a simple mirror but a versatile storage system featuring functional shelves, 

Vintage is a solution that blends rational design and aesthetic charm, enhancing any space 

with a touch of appealing practicality. 

 

New developments on view at the booth include the Oblomow collection – composed of a 

sofa and armchair – with upholstered modules and oblong forms. Repetition becomes 

language and grants the seating system boundless dynamism. 

 

The bedroom zone stages an essential narrative set in the 1950s. The Einstein collection, 

composed of an elegant bed – with an upholstered headboard and removable lateral 

panels with built-in accessories – and a divider that incorporates a mirror, an applique, a 

shelf and a stylish ottoman. 

 

The classic wooden onion feet typical of classic antique sofas suggest the forms of the 

Granny living room. This collection stands out for its ample padding and Seventies 

shapes, enhanced by sculptural profiling. 

 

Finally, a dining room with refined material contrasts, for unforgettable convivial 

moments. The Molecole collection – one of the company’s bestsellers – now includes a 

dining table, which at the Salone del Mobile is shown with a top in the glossy frisé 

sycamore finish, with amethyst inserts. 

The Molly chair has a low frame with enveloping borders, combined with metal legs in a 

brass finish. 

 

Capsule collection - Cantiere 

 

It is impossible to find the boundary between art and design in the original living project 

by Alessandro La Spada for Clan Milano. An experimental approach made of unique 

aesthetic impressions and contaminations becomes the fulcrum of the Cantiere capsule 

collection, presenting daring decor proposals with eclectic lines, in a dialogue between 



 
 

elegant finishes and details with an industrial tone, conveying the atmosphere of a 

construction site. 

 

The double-T beams (also known as girders), lit up by a golden rose finish, are the 

leitmotif of the Girder collection. An elegant dining table with a vibrant top in glass with a 

crackle effect and a console with essential lines share the name and the sphere of reference. 

 

Solid perforated wooden bricks stacked in columns shape the Brick cabinet, a piece of 

great sculptural charm that reflects the cabinetmaking expertise of the brand. The double-

T beams – the distinctive feature of the capsule collection – return in the base, enhanced by 

the golden rose finish. 

 

A truly unique chandelier, Manicula is composed of decorative trowels placed on two 

levels, acting as eccentric lampshades. 

 

A covering in red velvet gives sacks of cement sumptuous allure in the Sacco ottomans. 

These are irreverent furnishing complements, ideal for not-so-formal settings. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exclusive partnerships  

 

During the Salone del Mobile.Milano 2019, the striking creations of Clan Milano have 

been chosen by Inkiostro Bianco (Pavilion S.Project) and Antolini (Pavilion 3 Stand F35-

E07) for their respective display areas. The Ring chandelier, the Bon Bon chairs and the 

Columbus collection – among other items – give the spaces an irreverent, refined appeal. 

 

 


